More recently, Belle reported the branching fractions of each channel in three-body decays from Υ(5S) [6] , the results of which are summarized in Table. I. They show a remarkable feature of Z b is a molecular state, the wave function is a mixture state of heavy quark spin singlet and triplet. Then, Z (′) b is possible to decay into both channels. Secondly, the decay ratios are not simply proportional to the magnitudes of the phase space. In particular, the branching fraction of Z
+ is only approximately ten percents of the one of
In fact, Γ(Z
is still wider than the Γ(Z
The mechanism of this behavior is not still elucidated completely and needs detailed considerations. In this paper, we focus on the strong decays Z This study will also provide a perspective for the internal structure of Z
b . Our approach also applies to the decays of Z c (3900), which is charged charmonium-like resonance reported both by the BESIII Collaboration [7] and by the Belle collaboration [8] . 
To start the discussion, we assume that the main components of Z b and Z In the hadronic molecular picture, the diagrams contributing to the decay Z given by the twice of the sum of each channel as follows,
To calculate the transition amplitudes, we need the couplings from the effective Lagrangians. We adopt the phenomenological Lagrangians at vertices of Z
which are
where the coupling constants g ZBB * and g Z ′ B * B * are determined from the experimentally ob- For the other vertices, we employ the effective Lagrangians reflecting both heavy quark symmetry and chiral symmetry [11] ,
where B ( * ) = (B ( * )0 , B ( * )+ ). The two coupling constants g BB * π and g B * B * π are expressed by a single parameter g thanks to heavy quark symmetry as follows:
where f π = 132 MeV is a pion decay constant. Since the decay B * → Bπ is kinematically forbidden, it is impossible to determine the coupling g from experiments. Therefore, using the experimental information in the charm sector and the heavy quark symmetry, we adopt approximately g = 0.59 when the observed decay width Γ = 96 keV for D * → Dπ is used.
The coupling g BBΥ(nS) of Υ(nS) and B is estimated on the assumption of vector meson dominance (VMD) [12] . VMD gives the coupling constant g BBΥ(nS) = M Υ(nS) /f Υ(nS) , where
is determined from the leptonic decays Υ(nS) → e + e − as f Υ(1S) = 715 MeV, f Υ(2S) = 497.5
MeV and f Υ(3S) = 430.2 MeV, where the masses and decay widths are taken from Particle Data Group (PDG) [13] . Thus we obtain g BBΥ(1S) = 13.2, g BBΥ(2S) = 20.1 and g BBΥ(3S) = 24.7. The other couplings g BB * Υ(nS) and g B * B * Υ(nS) are related with g BBΥ(nS) as
All the above arguments are valid in the heavy quark mass limit. We neglect 1/m Q corrections assuming that the mass of the bottom quark is sufficiently heavy.
In terms of the effective Lagrangians, we derive explicitly the transition amplitudes for
where P (p, k) is the momentum of Z (µ, ν = 1, 2, 3) and 0 for other µ and ν, because the absolute value of three-momentum q is assumed to be much smaller than the mass of B ( * ) meson in heavy quark limit [14] .
In the above loop calculations, in order to reflect the finite range of the interaction, we use the form factor F ( q 2 , k 2 ) as follows,
The introduction of the form factor is important. Since Z
(′)
b is the loosely bound state of B ( * )B( * ) , the internal B ( * ) andB ( * ) mesons move slowly almost as on-mass-shell particles.
According to this, the loop momentum q should be limited within a certain physical scale by the momentum cutoff parameter Λ Z . In a similar reason, the final state momentum k(= p ) will be controlled by a certain scale given by the momentum cutoff Λ at vertices of ΥB ( * ) B
and πB ( * ) B ( * ) . Thus, form factors with momentum cutoff are naturally introduced for each vertex from the view of the molecular picture. Since the scale factors Λ Z and Λ are related to the range of the hadron interaction, they should be taken around the typical energy scale of hadron dynamics. Thus, our formulation can include the finite range effects in a concise way and regularize the amplitudes by the typical hadron scale.
We obtain the decay widths from the given amplitudes in Eqs. (3) and (4) . As numerical inputs, all the masses are taken from the data of PDG [13] . The numerical procedure thresholds, respectively, the integrals have singular points. To treat them properly, we divide the integrals into real and imaginary parts by using the principle value of the integral. In the end, it becomes possible to integrate with three-momentum q numerically. This method can be naturally applied to the calculations of the amplitudes with the form factor. To confirm our calculations, we also adopt another method by a formalism of the Passarino-Veltman one-loop integral [15, 16] . We obtain an agreement in the numerical results between the two methods under the condition of the large limit of scale factors (Λ Z , Λ → ∞). Tables II and III We apply the triangle diagram to the decays of Z c (3900). We assume that Z c is a superposition state of DD * and D * D , namely
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